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INTRODUCTION
Current practices in the development of information systems suggest that the first, and most important step in the development process involves understanding the "domain" of the probleml , Fundamental to this understanding is the adoption of a common vocabulary that is meaningful to both the system's users and its developers. It is, therefore, remarkable that, although the terms database system, knowledge-based system, and information system are used universally, the terms, "data", "knowledge" and "information" themselves are rarely defined precisely and little agreement exists about the domain and scope encompassed by each [Wiederhold, 1986b; Bubenko and Orci, 1989] . Knowledge, for example, is often used as a synonym for either data or information. Information is usually used as the most general term and can mean either data or knowledge [Stamper, 1973] . If, however, data, knowledge, and information are differ ent things with different properties, then one would expect different design issues to arise and different methods to be used in developing and implementing systems that must process them.
In this paper, the term "information system" refers to any system whose inputs and outputs consist of "signs" 2. Users of an information system provide input relating to the real world This research strives to provide an appropriate set of characteristics for distinguishing data, knowledge, and information, which could be useful to system users and developers. In order to carry out this task, existing interpretations of data, knowledge, and information are presented and examined using semiotics as a general framework for analysis. The paper is divided into four sections. Section 2 introduces and applies the semiotics framework. Suggestions for characterizing data, knowledge, and information are then presented in Section 3. Section 4 summarizes and concludes the paper.
SEMIOTICS FRAMEWORK
Data, knowledge, and information (as naively understood) require signs for their representation and processing by computers. Therefore, an analysis of the properties of signs is a crucial first step in understanding the differences amongst these terms. Since semiotics is concerned with the properties of things in their capacity as signs [Morris, 1946] , we have chosen to adopt it as a framework for our analysis. Semiotics is usually divided into three branches: pragmatics,
.,.
semantics, and syntactics [Morris, 1946] . Pragmatics deals with the origin, uses, and effects of signs within the behaviour in which they occur and, thus, explicitly includes the users of the signs. Semantics deals with the signification of signs; that is, the relationship between the signs and the objects to which the signs refer and ignores the user of the signs. Syntactics analyzes the relationships among signs without concern for the user or the signification of the signs [Carnap, 1942] . Figure 2 shows the scope of semiotics and illustrates the relationships of signs to users and real-world objects. Each branch of the semiotics framework is applied to '. existing interpretations of data, knowledge, and information below. 
Pragmatics
Pragmatics deals with relationships between signs and behaviour [Stamper, 1973] . The way in which signs acquire their meaning is dependent on the behaviour of their users. Much of the research that focuses on the distinctions amongst data, knowledge, and information can be classified as having a pragmatic interpretation. Bell [1979] distinguishes between information and knowledge based on how they should behave.
Bell
Knowledge is referred to as an organized set of statements of facts or ideas which present a reasoned judgment or an experimental result. Information is defined as data processing (manipulation) in the broadest sense; that is, the result of storage, retrieval, and processing of • data. This definition explicitly indicates the required operations for providing information. C knows k iff (1) k is true, (2) C accepts k, and (3) k is evident for C where k is a statement. This implicitly defines the knowledge of the knower, C, presumably,
as the set of all k that C knows, perhaps restricted to a specific topic. Clearly, the role of the knower is an inseparable part of the definition, and, therefore, this is a pragmatics view.
Although, it is rare in practical matters that truth with certainty is possible, clause (1) makes '.
the point that a statement, k, should be (approximately) correct with reference to its subject . .
matter before k can be said to be known. Furthermore, truth in the sense that inference rules be truth-preserving is also a desirable property. This implies that it is desirable for the semantics of any system to be well-defined, a point that is made forcefully in Hayes [1985] .
Clauses (2) and (3) of this definition imply that there is some valid chain of reasoning that leads to k as its conclusion, and that C finds this reasoning convincing.
This definition raises two important points. First, it suggests that if a human user is to accept output, k, from a system as knowledge, then it is likely that the user will need to be provided with the evidence which led the system to transmit k; that is, an explanation of the system's evidence and reasoning. Closely related to this notion of credibility is the need for truth-preserving procedures (e.g. inference rules) and for the users to understand what they are.
Ramamoorthy and Wan
Ramamoorthy and Wan [1989] explicitly attempt to distinguish among the three terms, data, information and knowledge. Their discussion involves pragmatics, semantics, and syntactics.
With respect to data and knowledge, they state that: "Data refer to numerical information suitable for computer processing, while knowledge refers to the sum or range of what has been perceived, discovered, or learned. Knowledge can be considered data at a high level of abstraction and can be processed by a computer when it is represented as data." Their reference to abstraction is vague, but intuitively important. As a result, the notion of "abstraction"
will be in more detail in Section 3. Ramamoorthy and Wan also suggest that, in general, knowledge can be considered as a compact and sometimes imprecise way of representing a body of data. This interpretation offers a "data reduction" definition of knowledge. Knowledge is the summarization of a larger body of underlying data, perhaps by statistical means. There are two major motivations for such approaches: (1) comprehensibility by humans, and (2) economizing on storage and processing. (The first of these is actually a special case of the second.) Much research has led to the conclusion that humans are very poor at making direct use of even quite small quantities of data, so that the gain from judicious summarization typically far offsets the resulting losses from inaccuracies. Thus, for example, an estimated regression equation having only a few parameters will typically be far more informative to a user than would the raw data from which those parameters were calculated.
Wiederhold
Wiederhold [1984; 1986b] examines the differences between data and knowledge within the context of database management systems and knowledge-based systems. He defines data as the representation of facts. Facts, in turn, are (true) statements about individual objects in some domain, provided that the truth of the statements and the gathering of the facts in the first place can be objectively verified. This suggests that the verification is performed by the senses (including inanimate sensors, for example, a temperature or pressure sensor) with minimal processing or interpretation. As a result, performing the observation and updating the database when facts change can be carried out by anyone having normal human senses.
Knowledge is defined less clearly [1986b] . Wiederhold suggests that if one is looking for an expert to provide the material, then he or she is talking about knowledge. Knowledge is characterized as including abstractions and generalizations of voluminous material. Unlike data, knowledge is typically less precise and cannot be easily, objectively verified.
Wiederhold [1984] also suggests that (in terms of knowledge bases): "Knowledge is typically subjective, relates to general aspects of the data, and is significantly smaller than the data.
Unlike the data, it should not vary rapidly over time, since changes require mediation by an expert." Wiederhold [1986b] defines information following Shannon and Weaver [1948] in which data is treated as a source for information, but information must convey messages that were previously unknown to the receiver. This is classified here since whether a message is information depends upon its intended receiver. Table 1 summarizes pragmatic interpretations of data, knowledge, and information. It appears that data changes over time but can be verified objectively through observations of reality.
Sununary
Knowledge is a set of data structures and interpretative procedures that produce a certain (intelligent) behaviour in an agent. It does not vary rapidly over time. Verification requires judgment. In general, knowledge is characterized by its structures and functionalities which together produce behaviour. Information can be viewed as the symbol manipulation that is executed in order to provide something that was previously unknown to its receivers. Thus, it
is relative to what the receiver knew beforehand.
.\ Conveys material previously unknown to receiver.
Semantics
Semantics deals with relationships between signs and things in the "real world" , especially the problems of making relationships stable and reliable enough for us to communicate with one another accurately on matters of facts and judgment [Morris, 1946J.
Bubenko and Orci
Bubenko and Orci [1989] 's database view that attempts to distinguish data and knowledge, involves both semantics and syntactics. They consider data to be assertions about perceived states-of-affairs in the UoD (Universe of Discourse); for example, "John is married to Mary" is a perceivable or observable fact. Knowledge is considered to be at a higher level of abstraction than data; for example, properties of the UoD's states-of-affairs, general rules and relationships between individuals and facts about the UoD, how a set of facts may change, etc. Information is defined as the meaning or intentional interpretation of data. Thus, because of the emphasis on the relationship of data and knowledge to the parts of the real-world to which they refer, they are semantic notions.
Ramamoorthy and Wan
Ramamoorthy and Wan [1989] emphasize the relationship of data and KlJlJ ... __ ."..; by their meanings. Although data can be observed, the amount of data necessary to determine the truth of a piece of knowledge can be infinite. Thus, knowledge is often imprecise or uncertain.
t.
Wiederhold
Wiederhold [1986a; 1986b] 's distinction between data and knowledge seems to employ a philo sophical view of concepts and entities which can be described by their intension and extension.
An intension is a set of criteria that something must satisfy before being included in a system.
In other words, it is a template or a schema which individuals must satisfy; for example, the schema of a database. The extension is the set of things that satisfy the criteria of the inten sion. Under this view, data reflects properties for a particular instance, whereas knowledge conveys meanings and properties for a class of instances.
Because data reflects the state of the world at the instance level, it can involve much detail and be voluminous. When the states of instances change rapidly, data must be collected over time as well. Knowledge refers to entity types and deals with generalizations. It may be complex, but will not change frequently. The statements, "The age of student Roger is 32
years old" and "There are 52 students taking the course MIS401 during the Spring quarter of 1992" can be viewed as data, since they record facts about instances of the entity types Student and Course. The statement, "Most Ph.D. students are married", however, is considered to be knowledge since it is a statement about the entire entity type, Ph.D. Students. In Wiederhold's interpretation, both data and knowledge refer to the real world, but with different levels of detail. Since these interpretations consider relationships between statements and objects in the real world, they are classified under the semantics approach. Table 2 summarizes interpretations of data, knowledge, and information using the semantics approach. Data seems to convey trivial meanings because they can be obtained simply through observations of reality. Knowledge contains complicated meanings obtained through a judg mental or generalization process. The meaning of a piece of knowledge is typically prone to be uncertain and imprecise, since the number of observations necessary to determine whether a piece of knowledge is true or not can be infinite in size. Higher level of abstraction than data; concerned with properties, rules, and relationships in DoD.
Summary
Defined as the meaning of data.
Assertions about perceived states-of-affairs in the real-world.
Meaning can be imprecise or uncertain since it may require an infinite amount of data to determine its truth.
Statements about specific instances (extensional). 
Syntactics
The syntactics approach is concerned with how the syntax of a formal language is applied to represent a DoD. A syntax is a set of rules by which the signs of a language can be strung together. The language itself is defined as the collection of all the possible objects that can be constructed according to the syntax. Different models of a DoD can be constructed from the symbols of a language. The relevant issues in doing so include how to assemble symbols and take them apart, and what operations can be performed on a model. Note that these refer only to the syntactical aspect of a language, and ignore the real-world to which they refer.
Bubenko and Orci
Bubenko and Orci [1989] 's database view considers data to be a special case of knowledge. This is probably motivated by the current capabilities of typical DBMS's (for example, relational), together with the observation that relational databases are equivalent to a certain fragment of first-order logic, which we call DBFOL. (See Brachman and Levesque [1986] .) They distinguish between data and knowledge in that data correspond to well-formed-formulae (wff) in DBFOL, whereas those statements requiring a more expressive language than DBFOL are knowledge.
Consequently, databases represent sets of definite atomic statements (facts) and knowledge bases may, in addition, represent sets of general and conditional statements (rules).
This syntactical view is useful from an implementation standpoint since, if DBFOL suffices for modelling the knowledge to be represented, then a DBMS can be used. Otherwise, some other approach is required.
Corella
Corella [1986] suggests that Wiederhold's distinction between data and knowledge [1986a] cor responds to the distinction between propositional logic (e.g., "Student Paul's age is 30 years") and quantified logic (e.g., "Every MBA student must take at least 60 credits to graduate"). Un der this approach, data describes facts about an individual that can be represented by atomic formulae, whereas knowledge is a fact about a class of individuals and must be represented as a quantified well-formed-formula.
Forsyth
Forsyth Thus, this appears to be an ambitious attempt to define a set of complete properties for the structures to represent data and knowledge.
Ramamoorthy and Wan
Ramamoorthyand Wan [1989] suggest that "Information refers to bits that are stored in com puter memories. These bits include data, software, and knowledge represented in data and software." Thus, information can be thought of as referring to any computer processable repre sentation without regard for what it represents. This interpretation, therefore, is a syntactical one. represented by atomic formulae, whereas knowledge is represented by quantified well-formed formulae. Information can be defined to be a "message" in the language of the logic which can be derived from the current stock of data and knowledge (set of current well-formed-formulae). Statements that cannot be represented in DBFOL.
Summary

Corella [1986] Data
Knowledge Facts represent by atomic formulae.
Corresponds to quantified well-formed-formulae. 
DISCUSSION
It is clear from the preceding discussion that there does not exist a consistent set of character istics that describe data, knowledge, and information. Based upon the understanding that has been gained from applying the semiotics framework, we introduce five features that reflect the essential themes in the work reviewed above. These are: acquisition, processing, justification, real-world relationship, and representation. Note that the first three are based on pragmatics, the fourth, semantics, and the fifth, syntactics. These five features are first defined, and then applied as the basis for distinguishing amongst data, knowledge and information. In order to do so, statements will be judged as either simple or complex on each of these dimensions.
Acquisition: Acquisition simplicity is determined by the skill level required in order for the issuer of a statement to be considered credible in making it. A statement is simple with respect to acquisition if a "normal" person with an it.
"average" education would be credible in making Processing: Processing simplicity concerns the degree to which a statement (or set of state ments) is directly usable in making a decision or taking an action. If processing is required in order to make a statement usable, then it is complex on the processing feature. If a statement can be directly used, by a particular user, then, it is simple on the processing feature. For example, in an employee database, the stored statements are processing complex for retrieval of the average employee salary, but processing simple with respect to the salary of a specific employee.
, -.
Justification: Justification simplicity concerns a statement's relationship with other state ments, and, in many cases, is closely connected with acquisition. The focus of justification is why a statement should be true rather than acquisition's focus on how a statement came to be known or believed. A statement is justification simple (for a given system or person), if its justification rests on simple grounds for example, ordinary sensors (eyes, thermometers, etc.)
Consider, for example, accounting statements in a firm's annual report. One can read from the balance sheet that the assets of the firm are $1,000,000, liabilities are $900,000, and equity is $100,000. From an acquisition standpoint, it is reasonable to say that one saw these numbers in an annual report in explaining how this information was acquired. Their justification, however, is based on the income and cash flow statements of the firm and a set of accounting principles; for example, equity is equal to assets less liabilities.
Real-World Relationship: Real-World Relationship simplicity pertains to issues of how many real-world objects are involved and how certain the statement is. Propositional state ments such as "John's employee number is 77890" and "Mary is married to Robert" are simple in these aspects. Quantified statements, however, are related to the world in non-simple ways;
for example, the statement "There exists at least one senior manager in each department."
requires considerable effort to verify that it holds in the real-world.
Representation: Representation simplicity is expressed relative to a particular language.
The view of Corella [1986] is typical and corresponds closely to this notion. In the database literature, for example, the relational model (and corresponding propositional logic (DBFOL);
see Brachman and Levesque [1986] ) is typically taken as the standard for simplicity. Statements that can be expressed in the DBFOL are then simple; all others, by definition, are complex.
Data
We propose that statements (for example, facts or assertions) which are "simple" on each of the above five features (acquisition, processing, justification, real-world relationship and represen tation) should be called data. For example, facts that can be objectively verified (Wiederhold's interpretation of data) are, then, by definition, simple on acquisition, justification, and real world relationship. They can be simply represented by, for example, attributes in a relational model. Processing of facts (to obtain other facts) would involve a simple operation such as "select" or "project".
Knowledge
Statements which are complex on at least one of the preceding features will be called knowledge.
Based upon the review of previous research, there is some consensus that knowledge can be thought of as "data at a higher level of abstraction" (e.g. Ramamoorthy and Wan [1989] , and others). Shaw [1984] defines an abstraction as a simplified description, or specification of a system that emphasizes some details or properties of an object while suppressing others. Well known examples of knowledge, in this sense, include: derived knowledge, data abstractions, and induction, each of which is discussed briefly below with respect to our five features.
Derived Knowledge: Suppose that "Most employees in Department 10 are part-time" and that "Most part-time employees earn less than full-time". Then, a piece of derived knowledge, is "Most employees in Department 10 earn less than full-time employees". This statement is simple on the acquisition feature because most users would be able to draw this conclusion from the given premises. On the representation feature, however, it is complex because in the relational model (for example), there are not good mechanisms for capturing quantifiers such as "most". Note that this illustrates why uncertainty and judgment are often considered characteristics of knowledge. Thus, the statement is also complex on the real-world relationship and justification features. Finally, it is complex on the processing feature because more than a simple retrieval is required to respond to a query that would be interested in these results.
Data abstractions: A number of data abstractions have been identified by research in semantic data models. These are generally object-oriented and consist of the following types of primitive relationships amongst sets of entity types: inclusion (or is-a), aggregation (or
part-o/), and association (or member-o/).
For example, the aggregation abstraction allows a relationship between objects to be thought of as a higher-level, composite object. This makes it possible to focus attention on the composite (or aggregate) while suppressing low-level detail [Smith and Smith, 1977] . This is clearly complex with respect to the real-world relationship feature because the relationships are on an entire class of entity types, and are, thus, quantified statements. Therefore, consid erable effort will be required to verify that they hold true in the real world. Since at least one feature is complex, these abstractions are classified as knowledge.
Induction: Knowledge is sometimes obtained by making statements that serve to generalize a given body of data; for example, "all employees are over 21 years of age". This is done because it is desirable to make this piece of knowledge processing simple for whoever is interested in it. Such a piece of knowledge is drawn from a sample of the relevant population, only, and thus, is subject to uncertainty. Thus, it is complex on the relationship to the real world feature (because it requires observation of all the population in the real world to verify that it is true.)
Information
Information, similar to knowledge, has features that are complex. Information is "news" , con veying material previously unknown to the receiver [Wiederhold, 1984; 1986b] and, therefore, in contrast to knowledge, requires a sender and a receiver (not necessarily distinct). Further more, a statement can only be news if it is understandable by the receiver [Orci and Bubenko, 1989 ]. Information can probably be best explained by examining why something is informative to the receiver. Suggestions for why this is so are as follows.
• Statements that are acquisition complex to the receiver are news because the receiver cannot carry out the original observation; for example, one obtains Consumer Reports because it is either difficult or impossible for an individual to obtain and/or compile the involved statements.
• A statement can be information because the original statements from which the informa tion is derived are processing complex; for example, an investor's average rate of return
on a particular investment .
• With respect to justification, information can be simple or complex. For example, "800 employees will be hired this year due to the opening of a new plant", is justification simple. "All new employees have at least a Master's degree because only the R&D department does not have a hiring freeze" is justification complex.
• Information can be either simple or complex with respect to its relationship to the real world. For example, "Employee T. Willis is promoted to be Vice President" is simple;
"All employees will receive a 10% wage increase this year" is complex (contains a universal quantifier) .
• Information can be either simple or complex on the representation feature. For example, an employee's starting salary is information to the employee and can be represented using a simple numeric expression. "All employees will receive a 10% wage increase this year, with the exception of the Accounting Department" requires universal quantification, conjunction, and negation.
Relevance to System Development
The five features should be useful for developers of database and knowledge-based systems as explained below.
Acquisition. Do users need or want to know where the statements that are stored in a sys tem come from? If the statements that a system stores are acquisition simple, then a user will probably not be concerned with their source. If, however, the statements are acquisition com plex, then some explanation of the source may be important. This leads to two requirements determination activities. The analyst needs to: 1) understand the source of the system's stored statements; and 2) determine, from the users, whether knowing the source is important. In most existing systems, these issues are not usually treated in a systematic manner.
Processing. Here, the focus is the stored statements in a system versus users' queries. If users are interested in attributes of entire groups of things (e.g. statistics) as opposed to the underlying, individual statements, then there are two consequences for requirements determi nation. First, should the raw, underlying statements be stored? If so, then a set of processing requirements must be determined in order to satisfy user queries. (Note, that the stored state ments are then processing complex.) Second, instead of storing the underlying statements, one can store the summaries directly so that queries do not require significant, intermediate pro cessing. In other words, there is some pre-processing on input. Therefore, the pre-processing requirements must be determined along with the appropriate structures for the summarized statements. In this case, the stored statements are processing simple with respect to user queries.
Justification. Current knowledge-based systems have mechanisms for explaining their rea somng process. However, neither database nor knowledge-based system are capable of justify ing why the statements they actually store are true.
Real-World Relationship. The greater the real-world complexity of an application's stored statements, the greater the effort required on the part of the developer to ensure that the real world is truly captured. This implies that: 1) statements stored in a system should be true in the real-world; and 2) a true real-world statement which is important to an application should be captured in a system.
Representation. This feature suggests that there is a need to have a common language in which the expressive power of alternative implementation schemes (e.g. relational model, object-oriented models, etc.) can be compared. Then, by expressing the statements that need to be stored for an application in this language, a developer can determine which implemen tation scheme is most appropriate for a given application.
SUMMARY & CONCLUSION
A number of different interpretations of data, knowledge, and information exist. A semiotics framework has been presented as a basis for analyzing these terms with respect to the current literature on databases and knowledge-based systems. The semiotics framework proved to be valuable in this analysis, because it highlighted five features as being most prominent. These " features were defined in detail and then employed to distinguish amongst data, knowledge, and information. It is hoped that the results of this research will provide a clearer understanding of these terms, and, hence, how they should be used in the future development of database management systems and knowledge-based systems.
